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When I shared my collection of top 5 Java programming books , one of my readers asked me to share some
free Java books as well. Doing a quick search on the internet reveals lots of free books, resource, and tutorials
to learn Java. These books are an excellent resource for any Java beginners, as well as an experienced
programmer, and since they are free, it makes absolute sense to have a look on this before buying any other
book in Java. Though books like Effective Java or Java Concurrency in Practice are not free, they are worth of
every penny spent. A good book to learn Java8 absolutely free. Functional Programming by Richard
Warburton, and Java: The Legend by Ben Evans. All you need is an internet connection to download this
books on your computer, laptop, iPhone or android smartphone. Introducing Java 8 Download: If you will
follow examples given int his book, you will learn lambdas and Streams in real quick time. This book
discusses the difference between Object oriented and Functional programming. Since Java 8 is now support
some of the functional programming concepts e. Java technologist Richard Warburton, author of Java 8
Lambdas , discusses similarities between these programming paradigms and points out that both FP and OOP
are actually moving closer toward each another. Java has come a long way in last 20 years. It is no more the
fancy language of developers but it has now become the mainstream of any application development in the
world. The use of Java in Android has taken Java into even more larger domain This book will take you to
journey of Java programming language starting from very first version to the current Java 8 version. Docker
for Java Developers Author: If you have worked in Java development and production services you know that
how painful is to deploy a Java application. You have to deploy code, configuration, database changes, file
systems changes etc. Though this is the tried and tested approach and working well from a long time, it can be
improved. Microservices for Java Developers Author: Microservices is a new buzz word in Java world, touted
to replace huge, monolithic SOA applications with hundreds and thousands of micro web services. He outlines
both benefits and drawbacks of Microservices and explains to them how to implement them using popular
frameworks like DropWizard and Spring Boot. This free Java book is full of useful examples. Great book to
learn data structure and algorithm in Java programming language. Since data structure and algorithm are very
important for any Java programmer and quite a common topic in Java interview, it is an absolute must to have
a strong command in both. If you are preparing for Java job interviews then you can also take a look at some
of my favorite algorithm and data structures questions, it may help in your preparation. If you like to read
paperback edition, you can order it from Amazon as well. Java Application Development on Linux Author:
Carl Albing and Michael Schwarz Download: A perfect Java book, if you are developing or running Java
application on Linux environment, which is the case in most of the investment banks. You can download
entire books as PDF, along with all example programs. Carl Albing and Michael Schwarz has done an
excellent job to put everything needed to run and support a Java program in Linux environment including how
to start, stop, or kill Java process, checking logs with some handy useful UNIX commands. Paperback edition
of this book is also available here in Amazon. Core Servlets and Java Server Pages, teaches you basics of these
technologies. The good thing about this Java books is that source code and lecture notes are also available for
FREE download. If you like to read paper book then you can also purchase, paperback edition of this book
here If you like paperback edition, you can also purchase this books from amazon here. Paperback edition of
this Java book is also available for purchase on Amazon, here. This is the official Java tutorials from Oracle,
which explains different Java concepts in the form of short courses e. All tutorials are available online and you
can also download them for free as eBook, available in both. If you love paperback edition, you can also order
it from Amazon. By the way, these tutorials are really good quality and the great way to explore different
features of Java Programming language. Thinking in Java 3rd edition Author: Thinking in Java is a Jolt Award
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winner and one of the classic books to learn Java programming. The third edition of this books is freely
available for download and you can download them as PDF format for the offline read. One more thing, first
six chapters of Thinking in Java 4th edition is also available in PDF format for free download. I liked the
chapter on Linked Data structure and Recursion, which teaches some of the key programming concepts with
simple, non-trivial Java examples. You can also purchase paperback edition of this book on Amazon. Elliotte
Rusty Harold Download: XML is one of the most desirable skills along with Java. This Java book is a
comprehensive and up-to-date collection of various XML technology and how to use them with Java
programming language. You will learn about different XML parsers e. If your work involves, XML and Java,
then this is the book you should read. This Java book is freely available for online read, and you can buy a
paperback edition from any book store including Amazon. You can download it as PDF or read it online on
their site. It covers programming basics, object-oriented concepts, essential software development technique,
debugging etc. If you just started learning Java, give it a try. Paperback edition of this book is available on
Amazon here. By the way, nothing can substitute a paperback book, eBooks are good but not for continuous
reading.
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In this Java tutorial for beginners, we're going to be doing the following: 1: Download an IDE (netbeans, IntelliJ IDEA
etc.) 2:Create a new project 3:Understand the basic structure of Java.

Hello World Program First of all, I will give you a simple overview of how a Java program looks like. Go
ahead and try to execute the below example in your Eclipse IDE. Do not worry, we will discuss about Java
class in a while. Member Variables A member variable plays a major role in a class as it is used to store a data
value. When we define a class, we can declare a member variable. These variables are members of a class.
Member variables are further classified into three types: These are the variables which are declared within the
method of a class. Class variables are also called as static variables. These variables have only one copy that is
shared by all the different objects in a class. Get Started with Java Java Tutorial: Next, if you wish to store a
character, then the third data type i. In char, you can store any alphabetical character as well as a special
character. Perform arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and modulus.
Unary operators are used to increment or decrement a particular value. It defines some kind of relation
between two entities. Logical operators are typically used with boolean logical values. Meanwhile, you may
go through this Java Tutorial video where all the concepts related to Java has been clearly explained using
example: There are 3 types of control statements in Java: Selection, iteration and jump statements. Lets see
these control statements one by one. Selection statements allow you to control the flow of the program during
run time on the basis of the outcome of an expression or state of a variable. So here you are following a
selection process from the various options available. Now these statements can be further classified into the
following: If-else Statements Refer to the following flowchart to get a better understanding of if-else
statements: In this flowchart, the code will respond in the following way: First of all, it will enter the loop
where it checks the condition. Here you must have got an idea of how these if-else statements work. Now,
how can we use these statements in Eclipse IDE? It is a better alternative than using a large set of if-else
statements as it is a multi-way branch statement. Refer to the following flowchart to get a better understanding
of switch statements: In this Switch case flowchart, the code will respond in the following steps: First of all it
will enter the switch case which has an expression. If it is true, Statement block will execute. After that, it will
break from that switch case. In case it is false, then it will switch to the next case. If Case 2 condition is true, it
will execute the statement and break from that case, else it will again jump to the next case. Next, there is
another set of control statements, i. In Java, these statements are commonly called as loops, as they are used to
iterate through small pieces of code. Iteration statements provide the following types of loop to handle looping
requirements. Repeat a group of statements while a given condition is true. It tests the condition before
executing the loop body.
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Introduction to Java is a lesson to make you aware about Java origin, technology and features. It helps you to begin
your journey of the fascinating world of Java programming.

The Java code pure Java code and libraries you write on one platform operating system will run on other
platforms with no modification. The JVM executes the Java bytecode. Since all JVMs works exactly the same,
the same code works on other operating systems as well, making Java platform-independent. An
object-oriented Language There are different styles of programming. Object-oriented approach is one of the
popular programming styles. In object-oriented programming, a complex problem is divided into smaller sets
by creating objects. This makes your code reusable, has design benefits, and makes code easier to maintain. If
you are serious about programming, you should definitely learn object-oriented style of programming. Java is
fast The earlier versions of Java were criticized for being slow. However, things are completely different now.
The new JVMs are significantly faster. Now, Java is one of the fastest programming languages. Java is secure
The Java platform provides various features for security of Java applications. Some of the high-level features
that Java handles are: The Java environment has hundreds of classes and methods under different packages to
help software developers like us. Applications of Java Java technology is everywhere, powering 3 billion
devices worldwide. Here are some of the applications of Java. Some of the popular web applications written in
Java are: To use Hadoop, you need to understand Java programming. Besides these applications, Java is also
used for game development, scientific applications like natural language processing , and many others. You
will hear a lot of new terms which can be overwhelming for a newbie. So, we have decided to explain a few
terms that you are likely to hear in the world of Java programming language. Note, this is not the complete list
of Java Glossary. Java - Java is a set of technologies programming language and computing platform for
creating and running software. However, Java is often used to refer Java programming language for simplicity.
Java programming language - A powerful, general-purpose, platform-independent, object-oriented
programming language. Java 8 - Java 8 is the latest major release for Java. Our Java tutorial will include all
major features of Java 8. Java EE is targeted for applications which run on servers. Java ME is targeted for
resource limited devices like: And, Java SE is the basic Java environment used for creating standard programs.
If you are a java programming newbie, we recommend you to start with J2SE. Double click the downloaded
DMG file and follow the instructions to install Java. To verify your Java installation, go to terminal and issue
the following command: Now the Java is installed, the next step is to install an IDE integrated development
environment to write Java code and run it. Open the downloaded DMG file and follow the instructions to
install it. Select Do not import settings setting and click Ok. Then, accept the Jetbrains Privacy Policy by
clicking Accept button. You can skip all and set defaults, or choose your custom changes. Select Create New
Project. Here, select the installation location of the JDK we copied during the Java installation and hit Next.
You will see option to Create project from template. Ignore it and click Next. In the next screen, provide name
for your project and click Finish. We named our project Hello You should see your project on the left menu.
We have named it First. Write Java code and save it. Then, click on First file name which will build the
executable file and run it. Follow this step by step guide to get started. The guide belw is for on Ubuntu 14 x64
, however the process is similar for other distributions. Install Java Open up your terminal and type the
following commands to install java. To check if Java was properly installed, type the following on the
terminal. Click the Download button. Select the one that you like and click Next: Create a desktop entry for
your sytem for ease of access. Then, just click Next for all other screens to start the IDE. If not, click New and
browse to the installed location which is: Click Next twice to create your Java project. Now, write the name of
your project: HelloWorld or anything you want and click Finish. Write the name of your class. Write your
Java code and save it. Then, click on HelloWorld or your project which will build the executable file and run
it. Then, click the download link for Windows x64 if you have a bit system, or Windows x86 if you have a bit
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system. After download, open the setup file and follow the instructions. Select all features by selecting "This
feature will be installed on local hard drive" and copy the installation location highlighted by yellow in a
Notepad. And, click next again. Click the Finish button to complete the installation. Now, you need to edit the
PATH variable. Click on Advanced system settings on the left to get System Properties window. Click on
Environment Variables. Then, on the lower System variables section, find Path and click Edit on the following
window. Next, select all text in the Variable Value textbox, and copy and paste it in another Notepad file. This
will make it easier for you to edit and check. Check if the text already contains C: If yes, you can go to the
next step. If no, copy the earlier copied installation location in the front and append bin; to the end like: For
you, the JDK version jdk1. Click Ok to save the changes. Then, create Desktop shortcut for bit launcher, and
add associations for. Click Next again and Install. Select Do not import settings and click Ok. Here, select the
installation location of the JDK we copied during the Java installation. Your First Java Program Often, a
program called Hello World is used to introduce a new programming language to beginners. It is a simple
program that outputs Hello, World!. In this section, you will learn to write the same program in Java using
Eclipse. We will call it HelloWorld. Copy the following code in HelloWorld. If everything goes right, you will
see Hello, World! To learn in detail on how this program works, visit Java Hello World program. How to
Learn Java? Learn Java from Programiz We are working really hard to create easy to follow Java tutorial.
Subscribe now and once the tutorial is complete, you will be the first one to know. Our tutorials are designed
for beginners who do not have any prior knowledge of Java. Each tutorial is written in depth with examples
and detailed explanation. The Java tutorial describes the features in Java SE 8, and is continuously updated to
keep up with changes to the Java Platform. Official Java Documentation may not be the easiest of the tutorials
to follow. Recommended Java Books If you are serious about learning programming, you should get yourself
a good book. Granted, reading a page book takes a lot of time and patience.
Chapter 4 : Java Tutorial | Java Programming Made Easy | Learn Java | Edureka
1 JAVA INTRODUCTION (IN HINDI) LearnEveryone. Android Studio Tutorial In Hindi For Beginners - Duration: Java:
Learn Java Programming For Beginners (Fast & Easy!).

Chapter 5 : 10 Free Java Programing Books for beginners - download, pdf and HTML | Java67
I have shared + tutorials on various topics of Java including tutorials on core java and advanced Java concepts and Java
programming examples. This core Java Tutorial contains the links of all the tutorials in a systematic order starting from
beginner's level to the advanced topics.

Chapter 6 : Best Hindi Tutorials : Java in hindi : Introduction
The tutorials will start at Introduction to Java, Java examples, Java applet, Java Design Patterns, and everything about
java programming basics and advanced concepts. Once you complete the Core Java Tutorial course you can also
undergo the Free course in Advanced Java Tutorial.

Chapter 7 : Learn Java (Introduction and Tutorials to Java Programming)
Java Tutorial. Our core Java programming tutorial is designed for students and working professionals. Java is an
object-oriented, class-based, concurrent, secured and general-purpose computer-programming language.

Chapter 8 : The Javaâ„¢ Tutorials
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Java is a high-level programming language originally developed by Sun Microsystems and released in Java runs on a
variety of platforms, such as Windows, Mac OS, and the various versions of UNIX. This tutorial gives a complete
understanding of Java. This reference will take you through simple.

Chapter 9 : Java Tutorial for Beginners: Learn in 7 Days
Online Core Java Tutorial Hindi for Java beginners to learn basic understanding of Core Java Tutorial Hindi. JavaScript.
Java Bean class with examples of session tracking. java SE core java videos tutorial in hindi is the best source of
learning java language. el. 32 Views Which website is best to learn Java and objective C?
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